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The Snap-John
The Snap-John is a portable, collapsible
restroom, using a shelter system from
Rigid Tent Systems that is sturdy and
weather and disaster-tested. Assembly
is a snap, taking two people just a few
hours to complete. The Snap-John is
environmentally friendly AND aestically
pleasing!
Standard Size: 4 x 8 single restroom

The Standard Features:
● Made of 2-3/4" SC7 composite
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Provides R11 insulation
85 lb snow load
125 mph wind load rating
Custom interior / exterior colors

● Sliding aluminum thermo-pane windows
● Portable and collapsible
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● Available in standard and ADA models
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$5,377.16

What This Means to YOU
All SC7 composites are FDA approved.
This feature also allows for easy clean-up of the
panels- you can hose them off, bleach them, or even
use lacquer thinner!
The floor, roof and wall panels are insulated for comfort.
Weather tested and approved.
Disaster tested and safe!
The colors are printed under the surface so they will
not fade or scratch off.
Provides comfort and ventilation.
The Snap-John can be taken to remote locations and stored
in provided crate when not in use.
Find what you need with Rigid Tent Systems!

Why You Need the Snap-John
The Snap-John has all of the benefits of a permanent structure, insulation, durability, ventilation, but
none of the limitations. Drop the Snap-John into a remote location. Take the Snap-John down when
you're done. Plus, the SC7 composite features Greenguard. It resists many chemicals including urine
& allows for pressure-washing. If that weren't enough, you can choose exterior color options that not
only enhance the appearance of the toilet, but nearly make it disappear!

Call us today to get your Snap-John portable restroom!
866-928-5710

